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Self-consistent-charge density-functional tight-binding 共SCC-DFTB兲 calculations have been performed to
survey the potential-energy surface for a single interstitial carbon atom introduced into GaAs. The results
provided a possible model for the diffusion of carbon through GaAs with an activation energy of less than
1 eV. The carbon atom moves via split-interstitial and bond-centered configurations. Subsequently, the energetics of the model reaction were refined using a fully self-consistent density-functional method, AIMPRO.
These calculations were found to be in good agreement with the more approximate SCC-DFTB results.
Experimental studies have also found an activation energy of ⬃1 eV for carbon migration in heavily doped
material. 关S0163-1829共99兲02246-8兴
I. INTRODUCTION

At low concentrations ( 关 C兴 ⬍1019 cm⫺3 ) the diffusion
rate for isolated substitutional CAs acceptors in GaAs is some
two orders of magnitude less than other p-type dopants such
as Be or Zn.1 Under As-rich conditions, measurements of the
activation energy for migration of CAs cover the range of
2.8–3.1 eV.2–4 共The rate is lower under Ga-rich conditions.兲
Hence it is possible to create carbon-doped regions with very
abrupt p-n boundaries which do not degrade over time. Unfortunately, the advantage which carbon has is lost when the
concentration rises above 关 C兴 ⬇5⫻1019 cm⫺3 . 5 In
secondary-ion-mass spectrometry 共SIMS兲 and microstructural studies the smearing of a carbon-doped region with initially sharp boundaries was observed.6 In these experiments a
considerable quantity of carbon interstitials was found
(⬇25% of 关 C兴 ), which appeared to be very mobile even at
growth temperatures, and therefore reduced the sharpness of
the p-n junction.7 Moreover, it was observed that the annealing of highly C-doped GaAs at temperatures between 600
and 850 °C leads to a drastic reduction in the hole concentration 关 p 兴 . 8–10 This cannot be explained by interstitial diffusion, but instead the formation of compensating defects is
required. Below ⬃550–600 °C or at low carbon concentrations, degradation was not observed: 关p兴 increased to a level
nearly equal to 关 C兴 . 8,10 In other words almost all C atoms
were activated as acceptors, thus in these circumstances the
concentration of interstitials or other compensating defects
was negligible. The loss of holes is in fact seen across the
whole spectrum of Alx Ga1⫺x As alloys for x⫽0 –1.11
The dominant defect responsible for hole loss has been
identified in material grown by solid source molecular-beam
0163-1829/99/60共22兲/15117共6兲/$15.00
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epitaxy 共MBE兲 as some form of carbon pairs.12 Ramanscattering observations supported by ab initio theoretical
modeling have shown that new dicarbon defects consisting
of a pair of carbon atoms lying at an arsenic lattice site,
⫹
, or interstitial dicarbon defects, (C– C) 2⫹
(C– C) As
i , are
formed when annealing heavily doped material.13–15 These
defects are deep donors, or double donors, respectively,
hence three or four holes are lost for each dicarbon complex
formed 共provided that all C atoms were active as acceptors
intitially兲. Their formation implies the activation energy for
carbon diffusion has a relatively low value in material where
关 C兴 ⲏ5⫻1019 cm⫺3 . In high-temperature annealing experiments on heavily carbon-doped GaAs, Fushimi and Wada
have measured a value of ⬇1 eV for the activation energy
of the hole loss process.16 The annealing was performed in
two steps. The first step activated CAs acceptors by eliminating hydrogen from the material, and the second resulted in
the loss of the activated acceptors. At present, no details have
yet emerged of the reaction mechanism for carbon migration,
however, it is widely thought that it involves a ‘‘kick-out’’
process, where highly mobile arsenic interstitials (Asi ) displace CAs atoms. This was suggested by H. M. You et al.3
In strongly p-type material it would be expected that any
Asi present exists in the triply ionized state As3⫹
i . Northrup
and Zhang have calculated the formation energy in GaAs of
As3⫹
to be 3.15 eV⫹3  e ⫹⌬  /2, and ⌬H⫽⫺1.05 eV. 17
i
Given that ⫺⌬H⭐⌬  ⭐⌬H, and in strongly p-type mateis
rial  e ⬇0 eV, the minimum formation energy of As3⫹
i
⬇2.6 eV. The measured activation energy for the diffusion
of carbon 共2.8–3.1 eV兲 lies ⬃0.2–0.5 eV above this which is
being the slowest step.
consistent with the formation of As3⫹
i
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Thus the activation energy for the hole loss process measured by Fushimi and Wada is lower than the formation enas calculated previously. This suggests that
ergy for As3⫹
i
there is a source of Asi present in Fushimi and Wada’s specimens, which are released ⬃400 °C, and the CAs atoms in
effect represents a sink for them.
It has also been suggested by Fushimi and Wada that
hydrogen may play a role, and the possibility of a vacancyassisted process is not excluded.18 This is supported by experiments they performed on p ⫹ ⫺n junction structures similar to those used in heterojunction bipolar transistors
共HBT’s兲. The degredation of the electrical characteristics of
diodes is correlated with the presence of hydrogen in the
specimens. The hydrogen released from carbon forms extended defects such as platelets whose formation involves
the creation of interstitials.19 Such interstitials would then be
recombination centers in the device junction region. In the
absence of hydrogen, however, dicarbon complexes can form
in material which has been prepared so as to contain as little
hydrogen as possible. Moreover, if hydrogen were present in
significant quantities, then it would interact with the dicarbon
complexes to form new defects containing hydrogen and carbon such as the (CAs) 2 H aligned defect complex identified
by Ying Cheng et al. in as-grown GaAs epitaxial layers.20 It
might also be expected that CAs –H would also be present
共this has an infrared active C–H stretch mode at
2635 cm⫺1 ). 21,22 No such defects have been observed in the
‘‘hydrogen-free’’ material. In the case of the possibility of a
vacancy-assisted process, it is difficult to see how this could
result in dicarbon defects. Moreover, production of CGa defects appears to be inevitable with this mechanism; these
have never been observed. For a recent review of diffusion in
GaAs and related compounds see Ref. 23.
In the following sections we will next examine the kickout process by using local-density-functional based theoretical methods to explore the potential energy surface for a
single interstitial carbon atom in GaAs, and hence calculate
reaction and activation energies for diffusion which may be
compared with experiment.
II. METHODS

The potential-energy surface for interstitial atoms in
GaAs is expected to be very complex with many local
minima. There is also no information, experimental or theoretical, available from other sources about the migration path
for a carbon atom through a GaAs crystal. These combined
facts make it extremely difficult to choose relevant structures
and constraints for modeling the diffusion mechanism directly with a fully ab initio method. The approach adopted
here therefore was to first conduct a survey of many possible
ideas using an approximate but fast self-consistent-charge
density-functional tight-binding 共SCC-DFTB兲 method 共to be
described later兲. This enabled us to identify the main features
along the migration path, which could then be examined in
detail with a much higher degree of confidence using a more
accurate but time-consuming method, AIMPRO. This will
also be described in more detail later. The AIMPRO method
was also able to provide the initial parametrization of the
repulsive potentials E rep for the SCC-DFTB simulations, and
enabled further refinements to be made from the subsequent
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detailed calculations for use in future work using the SCCDFTB method.
In order to search for reaction pathways using the SCCDFTB method, constraints were placed on the relaxation of
the atomic coordinates in the conjugate-gradient energy
minimization algorithm it uses. To simulate the migration of
an atom between a chosen pair of fully relaxed local minima
in energy, the total energy was calculated at points along the
vector defining the direct trajectory connecting the two metastable states, while simultaneously the movement of selected
atoms was restricted to the plane to which the vector is perpendicular at each point. The selection of atoms generally
included 共but not only兲 those which appeared to be bonded to
different neigbours in each local minimum. Some experimentation is required to obtain a satisfactory result. If too
many atoms are included in the selection there is a risk that
the system is overconstrained which will result in an overestimate of the activation energy. On the other hand, if the
system is underconstrained because too few atoms are selected, the energy plotted as a function of distance along the
trajectory vector will not be smooth, and atoms make unreasonably large jumps in position at some point along the migration path. A strength of the SCC-DFTB method in this
respect is that it is sufficiently fast that many different selections can be made until the best one is found.
Once a low-energy trajectory has been found 共including
its ends兲, it is then apparent how the atomic movements are
coordinated, which bonds are exchanged, and so on. The
AIMPRO method can then be employed to examine the process in detail and give more reliable estimates of energies.
The system of constraints described above can be applied to
the AIMPRO method, however, for reactions where an exchange of bonds can be identified the difference of the
squares of the bond lengths of bonds pairs being exchanged
is a better choice of reaction coordinate. For each pair of
bonds being exchanged, the total energy as a function of
quantity r 2a ⫺r 2b , is calculated, where r a and r b are the bond
lengths. Provided the correct pair or pairs of bonds have been
chosen, this yields a smooth curve for one pair, or a saddlelike surface for two pairs. Although the method is completely general, it is not practical to model systems where
more than two pairs of bonds are exchanged—N pairs requires O(x N ) complete energy minimizations.
The self-consistent-charge density-functional tightbinding 共SCC-DFTB兲 method uses a basis of numerically
derived s and p confined atomic orbitals derived within selfconsistent-field local-density approximation 共SCF-LDA兲 calculations and all two-center integrals of the DFT Hamiltonian and overlap matrix are explicitly evaluated. Thus in
contrast to empirical tight-binding 共TB兲 schemes, interactions extending beyond the first shell of neighbors are taken
into account. Charge redistribution is also taken into account
through the incorporation of self-consistency by adjustment
of the Mulliken charges based on a second-order expansion
of the Kohn-Sham energy. This greatly improves the description of chemical bonding in systems containing more than
one type of atom such as compound semiconductors, yet has
little impact on the computational effort because this is
dominated by the general eigenvalue problem. For further
details of the SCC-DFTB method and its application, see
Refs. 24–26. In this work, a 216-atom periodic supercell was
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constructed for the simulations.
In the AIMPRO method, the Kohn-Sham wave functions
of the valence electrons are expanded in a basis set of s and
p Gaussian orbitals, together with norm-conserving pseudopotentials for the atomic cores.27 The required orbital symmetries of the basis functions are provided by suitable multiplicative factors. The basis set used to obtain the results
presented here consisted of four Gaussian-type orbitals in
s, p x , p y , p z variants, with different widths, centered
on each gallium, arsenic, and carbon atom, with two Gaussian orbitals per hydrogen atom. The charge density was fitted
to five s-type Gaussian functions for each gallium and arsenic atom, four for each carbon, and three for each hydrogen. The basis for the surface hydrogen was restricted to a
fixed linear combination of Gaussian orbitals; full variational
freedom was permitted for the other atoms. Supplementary
Gaussian-type basis functions were placed at the center of
every bond, except to the surface hydrogen atoms. The
forces acting on each atom are given by an analytical formula derived from the total-energy expression. All calculations used a spin-averaged exchange-correlation energy functional, with a modified interpolation scheme for the
Ceperley-Alder expression, which does not appear to suffer
from the overbinding usually seen in LDA methods.28 Structural optimization to minimize the total energy is performed
by a conjugate-gradient algorithm. For further details, see
Ref. 29. These calculations used a 135-atom cluster. The
‘‘ideal’’ structure without the additional interstitial atom or
any other point defects has C 3 v symmetry, and a stochimetric formula of Ga34As34H66 . The unequal distribution of Ga
and As atoms along the C 3 v pole of the cluster imposes a
significant dipole moment on it. This can be nearly canceled
out by substituting hydrogen atoms on the surface with
‘‘pseudohydrogen’’ atoms with fractional nuclear charges.
Each surface hydrogen atom is taking the place of one quarter of a host gallium or arsenic atom which each would have
one less or one more proton, respectively, than a group-IV
element. Therefore, when a hydrogen atom is bonded to gallium, its proton’s charge is multiplied by 5/4, and 3/4 when it
is bonded to arsenic. As there are equal numbers of gallium
and arsenic atoms at the surface of the cluster, there are equal
numbers of the two types of pseudohydrogen atoms. This
technique is, of course, applicable to nonstochimetric clusters such as those with T d symmetry, though the effect is
generally much less. To enable comparisons, clusters with
fractional and with integer charge surface protons were used
in the calculations presented here.
The relative performance of the two methods to each
other and their accuracy is worth considering briefly. In our
experience, as a rule of thumb, the SCC-DFTB method is
about a factor of 10 faster than the AIMPRO method. The
relaxed structures produced by both methods are nearly always very similar, however, the relative accuracy of calculated energies should be considered to be in proportion to the
time taken to compute them. Having said that, our experience is that relative energies of structures mostly agree to
better than 0.1 eV. When the SCC-DFTB method apparently
fails it usually produces an overbound result. Failure is more
likely to occur for bonding configurations far from those for
which E rep was parametrized.
It is difficult to give an estimate for the absolute accuracy
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of the calculations for a particular situation. Instead an example of a similar kind of problem—the diffusion of interstitial carbon in silicon—is illustrative of how well the AIMPRO method is able to perform. Experimental measurements
of the energy barrier to migration and reorientation of Ci in
Si lie in the range 0.73–0.87 eV.30–32 Using the AIMPRO
method, Leary et al. estimated the activation energy to be
1.10 eV.33 Since a smaller cluster 共87 atoms兲 and a smaller
basis was used than in the present work, it is reasonable to
expect that the results given here for Ci in GaAs are more
reliable than previously obtained for Ci in Si. A less sophisticated procedure was also employed to determine the migration path, which tends to overestimate the barrier. Other theoretical calculations give values in the range 0.51–2.1 eV
depending on the method and the migration path 共about
which some controversy still exits兲.34–36
III. RESULTS

Heavily carbon-doped GaAs containing nearly all the carbon in the form of CAs acceptors is very strongly p-type,
therefore the Fermi level lies close to the top of the valence
band, and any donors present will be ionized. A single carbon interstitial atom Ci inserted into the ideal GaAs lattice
has two electrons occupying a level deep in the gap, hence in
p-type material its normal state will have a ⫹2 charge.
With the SCC-DFTB method it was very quickly estabis at the
lished that the minimum-energy location for C2⫹
i
center of a Ga–As bond, i.e., a linear (Ga– C– As) 2⫹ configuration with C 3 v symmetry. The next lowest energy minimum, about 0.5 eV above the bond-centered structure, was
2⫹
split interstitial with an approxifound to be a (C– Ga) Ga
mately 关100兴-aligned C–Ga bond. In the third place, the cor2⫹
split interstitial was also metastable,
responding (C– As) As
and had a relative energy of about 1.0 eV.
When these three structures were tested with the AIMPRO method, the energy ordering was found to be different.
2⫹
The (C– Ga) Ga
split interstitial was lowest at 0.3 eV below
the linear (Ga– C– As) 2⫹ configuration, which was in turn
2⫹
split interstitial. Assuming these
0.1 eV below the (C– As) As
figures are more reliable, it appears therefore that while the
relative energies of the split interstitials agree to within
0.1 eV, the bond-centered structure is overbound with the
SCC-DFTB method. Moreover, all the relevant bond lengths
were slightly shorter. This indicates that the short-ranged repulsive contribution to the TB total energy was too weak for
short bond lengths. This was partially remedied by choosing
a new parametrization of the repulsive potential term based
on all-electron self-consistent density functional calculations.
The split intersitial structures now agreed in energy to better
than 0.04 eV, but the bond-centered structure structure still
2⫹
comremained lowest at about 0.2 eV below the (C– Ga) Ga
plex. A possible explanation for this difference is that the
carbon atom experiences a very different bonding configuration in the split-interstitial and bond-centered sites, and the
SCC-DFTB method being only a minimal basis approach
and not fully self-consistent is not very reliable in these circumstances. The slightly harder TB repulsive potential
yielded longer bond lengths, thus bringing their values into
very close agreement with the AIMPRO calculations. It is
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2⫹
TABLE I. Calculated energies 共eV兲 of the (C– As) As
and
2⫹
2⫹
(Ga– C– As) defects in GaAs relative to (C– Ga) Ga .

2⫹
(C– As) As
(Ga– C– As) 2⫹

a

AIMPRO

SCC-DFTB a

SCC-DFTB b

⫹0.38
⫹0.30

⫹0.47
⫺0.52

⫹0.34
⫺0.25

E rep fitted to AIMPRO.
E rep fitted to all-electron density-functional theory.

b

quite possible that the agreement may be improved by further optimization of the basis.
The effects of relaxation of the surface hydrogen and using neutral or pseudohydrogen were also considered at the
AIMPRO level of theory. A selected set of calculations
showed no significant difference in the relative energies of
structures determined using fixed or free surface hydrogen
atoms, therefore we opted to hold the hydrogen fixed as this
takes slightly less computational effort. The important thing
is to be consistent. Using pseudohydrogen on the other hand
does turn out to be significant: the relative energies of the
2⫹
split interstitial and the bond-centered structure
(C– As) As
2⫹
relative to the (C– Ga) Ga
split interstitial are slightly more
than double if ‘‘normal’’ hydrogen is used instead. Table I
summarizes these results.
Having found these three structures, and noting that there
are only relatively modest differences in energy between
each of the split interstitials and the bond-centered site, it
was now apparent how carbon might diffuse through the
crystal. Starting from one of the two split interstitial structures, the path would take it to the other via the bondcentered structure 共see Fig. 1兲. By performing many simulations at the SCC-DFTB level of theory in conjunction with
the first method for constraining atoms we were able to examine this process and identify the main features of the
atomic movements involved. The calculations, however, are
not reliable enough to give meaningful energies in this situation where atoms are undergoing large changes in their
bonding configuration far from those used in the initial fitting
process.
The SCC-DFTB simulations showed that one pair of
bonds is exchanged when the carbon moves from
2⫹
to the bond-centered site, and second pair when
(C⫺As) As
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2⫹
it subsequently moves to (C– Ga) Ga
. The bonds which
break and form are illustrated by Fig. 2. Starting from
2⫹
, the C–Ga bond labeled ‘‘a’’ breaks, then the
(C⫺As) As
Ga–As bond ‘‘b’’ forms. Next, the Ga–As bond ‘‘c’’
breaks, and finally the C–As bond ‘‘d’’ forms. Hence there
are two reactions for which we can define coodinates as described previously in terms of the difference of the squares of
the lengths of the exchanging pairs of bonds. For the first
2⫹
→ (Ga– C– As) 2⫹ , this is, r 2a ⫺r 2b ; and
reaction, (C– As) As
in the case of the second reaction, (Ga– C⫺As) 2⫹
2⫹
→(C– Ga) Ga
, it is r 2c ⫺r 2d .
Figures 3 and 4 show how the energy varies as a function
2⫹
of the reaction coordinates. Starting from a (C– As) As
state,
a migrating carbon atom faces a small barrier of only
0.09 eV to reach a Ga–As bond-center. From here it then
encounters a somewhat higher but still relatively small bar2⫹
state. In the
rier of 0.39 eV when it moves to a (C– Ga) Ga
opposite direction, the activation energy is 0.71 eV, thus this
is the largest barrier an interstitial carbon atom must overcome to move via this path.
Two alternative diffusion paths were also considered in
addition to the above. At first glance it looks viable for a
carbon atom to move through an interstitial cage from one
2⫹
2⫹
(C– As) As
or (C– Ga) Ga
site to the nearest neighboring one
of the same type. Efforts to simulate this always failed. In the
2⫹
2⫹
to (C– As) As
, the carbon atom jumped to
case of (C– As) As
2⫹
form a (C– Ga) Ga when it was pushed into the interstitial
space away from the arsenic atom. Similar jumping behavior
2⫹
also occurred in the case of diffusion from (C– Ga) Ga
to
2⫹
(C– Ga) Ga . The only path which could be found with
smoothly varying energy along the chosen coordinate without discontinuous steps in position was the ‘‘bond-centered’’
one.

IV. DISCUSSION

Only one candidate has emerged for the diffusion mechanism for interstitial carbon atoms in GaAs. It fits well with
the idea that highly mobile interstitial arsenic atoms can dis2⫹
place CAs shallow acceptors by forming a (C– As) As
split
interstitial complex as the first step. This is reminiscent of
the so-called ‘‘transient enhanced dopant diffusion’’ process

2⫹
2⫹
FIG. 1. 共a兲 (C– As) As
split interstitial, 共b兲 bond-centered C2⫹ interstitial, 共c兲 (C– Ga) Ga
split interstitial.
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FIG. 2. Diagram showing which pairs of bonds are exchanged
for the diffusion of Ci2⫹ . First, ‘‘a’’ breaks and ‘‘b’’ forms, then
‘‘c’’ breaks and ‘‘d’’ forms.

in silicon.37 The enhanced diffusion of dopants is transient in
that it depends on a source of interstitials which, once exhausted, stops. The source of interstitial arsenic atoms, we
speculate, may be some kind of extended defect analogous to
the 兵311其 agglomerates in Si, or other Asi clusters. If this is
the case, then the elimination of such defects would prevent
this diffusion process from occuring.
Along the migration path, the most stable structure is a
2⫹
split interstitial complex, thus it would be ex(C– Ga) Ga
pected that the equilibrium concentration of these is higher
2⫹
than the bond-centered (Ga– C– As) 2⫹ or the (C⫺As) As
split interstitial structures. A second carbon atom encountering this defect is then conveniently placed to form the
(C– C) i dicarbon interstitial complex found previously.15
This is composed of one gallium and two carbon atoms sharing a Ga lattice site, with the carbon pair strongly bound
together, but perturbed by the presence of the neighboring
gallium atom. A more likely encounter, at least in the early
stages of annealing, would be with a CAs atom, in which case
a (C– C) As dicarbon complex would form.
Other charge states of Ci defects are not expected to be
found in heavily carbon-doped p-type crystals. Therefore
structures such as the C共1兲 complexes found in electronirradiated GaAs where the Fermi-level lies near or above
midgap are not considered.38–41

2⫹
FIG. 3. Energy relative to the (C– Ga) Ga
complex plotted as a
2
2
function of the reaction coordinate r a ⫺r b described in the main text
and Fig. 2. The reaction energy and barrier height are relative to the
2⫹
initial (C– As) As
state.

2⫹
FIG. 4. Energy relative to the (C– Ga) Ga
complex plotted as a
2
2
function of the reaction coordinate r c ⫺r d described in the main text
and Fig. 2. The reaction energy and barrier height are relative to the
intermediate (Ga– C– As) 2⫹ state.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Calculations using the SCC-DFTB method located three
metastable minima in energy for a doubly-ionized intersitial
2⫹
split
carbon atom in GaAs. The three states; a (C– As) As
2⫹
interstitial, a bond-centered (Ga– C– As) interstitial, and a
2⫹
split interstitial; were also found to be metastable
(C– Ga) Ga
using the AIMPRO method. Both methods found the same
energy difference (⬇0.4 eV) between the two split interstitial defects to within 0.1 eV. The relative energy of the bondcentered interstitial compared with the split interstitials was a
few tenths eV lower using the SCC-DFTB method than the
AIMPRO method. It may be that the minimal basis approximation used by the SCC-DFTB method models this unusual
linear structure less well than the split interstitial states resulting in a slight overbinding.
The SCC-DFTB method was then used to search for migration paths of carbon atoms in GaAs and identify the
changes in bonding which occur during the process. It was
2⫹
split interstitial state, a
found that starting from a (C– As) As
carbon atom moved first to the center of a Ga–As bond, then
2⫹
split interstitial state. These simulations
into a (C– Ga) Ga
showed two pairs of bonds were exchanged 共i.e., broke and
formed兲 during the migration process, with one pair in each
half, and where the (Ga– C– As) 2⫹ interstitial is the intermediate state. The activation energies for each half of the reaction were then calculated using the AIMPRO method to be
0.09 and 0.39 eV, taking the differences of the squares of the
lengths of the exchanged bonds to be the reation coordinates.
2⫹
split interstitial
Once a carbon atom reaches the (C– Ga) Ga
state, it must then overcome a barrier of 0.71 eV to return to
a (Ga– C– As) 2⫹ interstitial state. This figure reperesents
reasonable agreement with the value of ⬇1 eV measured by
Fushimi and Wada for the hole loss process observed by
them considering the uncertainties in the experiment and the
approximations used by the theory. The simulations are also
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provide a mechanism for the formation of both (C– C) 2⫹
i
⫹
and (C– C) As
dicarbon defects. Thus we conclude that once
arsenic interstitials are present, the kick-out process originally proposed by H. M. You et al. initiates the diffusion of
carbon atoms in GaAs via split interstitial and bond-centered
interstitial states. The enhanced diffusion of carbon by this
mechanism will only be sustained so long as the source of
arsenic interstitials is not exhausted. We suggest a similar
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